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Money doesn’t make you happy, but neither 
does losing it. Twenty influential Australians 

reveal their financial life lessons.

 FOR MONEY GURU Paul Clitheroe, the 
current global financial crisis justifies his 
self-proclaimed dull approach to investing. 

What has the meltdown taught him? “That my 
boring, very public advice to spend less than you 
earn, pay off your home, build super, take care with 
debt and invest for the long term in quality shares 
and property is not bad advice – in particular if, like 
me, you like to sleep well at night.”

Inevitably, there have been winners and losers 
from the crisis. Keynesian economic theories are 
back in vogue, and American speculator George 
Soros – one of a select few to anticipate the eco-
nomic tsunami – claims to have made billions out 
of the downturn. Others have not been so lucky. 
Once-proud financial institutions such as Lehman 
Brothers and Babcock & Brown have collapsed, and 
the fortune of News Corp’s Rupert Murdoch is 
reportedly down from $7.9b last year to $3.38b. 

The crisis has shown that those with cash in 
hand will fare better than those with a mountain 
of debt. The prices of property, shares, cars, etc are 
falling quickly, so if you have spare cash you stand 
a good chance of getting a bargain. Elsewhere in 
the markets, tumbling share and superannuation 
fund values are hurting retirees, while there may 
still be a dollar to be made from mining and energy 
interests despite falling commodity prices.

The immediate financial outlook is murky. With 
Treasurer Wayne Swan bemoaning the fact that 
about $200b has been stripped from government 
revenues because of the global financial crisis, 
there is a widespread belief that the Federal budget 
will not return to surplus until at least 2015. Pen-
sioners were among the few winners in a horror 
May 12 budget that saw middle-class welfare take 
a hit, while concessions on superannuation funds 
were also wound back. Will the Government’s 
$42b stimulus package saddle future generations 
with heavy debt? Could the great Australian dream 
of owning a home vanish? There have been signs 
of a property rebound, but the unknown factor is 
unemployment. Interest rate cuts will not help 
much if you lose your job. Business researcher BIS 
Shrapnel expects unemployment to surge from 5.2 
per cent to above 7 per cent this year, meaning 
hundreds of thousands of jobs are on the line.

On the back of its stronger financial regulatory 
system, Australia is better placed to weather the 
financial crisis, although economic forecaster 
Access Economics says the Rudd administration 
will be forced to choose between its infrastructure 
priorities and more populist welfare bailouts. 

But Clitheroe will try to ensure financial waves 
do not detract from his love of life. “There is no point 
being the richest person in the graveyard.”  
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o18
DON RANKIN
Managing partner Pitcher 
Partners  (accountants)

* The best investment 
I ever made was... 
my holiday house – a 
lifestyle, family and great 
financial investment. 

* My biggest financial 
mistake has been... 
nothing. I am generally 
risk-averse, so have not 
made any big financial 
mistakes. * The global 
financial crisis has 
taught me... how quickly 
economic circumstances 
can change. * People 
worry too much 
about… short-term 
events. In this slowdown, 
confidence is a major 
issue. If we go to seven 
per cent unemployment 
then we have 93 per 
cent employment; it’s 
all about the way you 
look at it. * I have a 
hunch that... we are in 
for a tough 2009 with 
a slow recovery after.
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PAUL CLITHEROE
Chairman Australian 
Government Financial 
Literacy Board, chairman 
Money magazine

* The best investment 
I ever made was... to 
start (financial advice 
company) ipac. It 
seemed like an 
outrageous risk in 
1983, but it was a 
terrific investment. * 
One of the myths about 
making money is... 
there is a magic scheme, 
seminar or idea to get 
rich quick. * People 
worry too much about… 
materialism. I hope this 
downturn will remind us 
that bigger is not better. 

* I have a hunch that... 
the global economy is 
not coming to an end. 
History demonstrates 
that we humans are 
highly resilient, adaptive 
and programmed for 
growth. Of course the 
economy will recover.

IAN THORPE
Olympic swimming 
champion, businessman, 
partner Ziggybid 
mortgage brokers 

* The best investment 
I ever made was… 
understanding the 
business ventures I’ve 
been involved in. I’ve 
been reading contracts 
from an early age.

* My biggest financial 
mistake has been… 
probably not listening to 
my gut instinct. * The 
global financial crisis 
has taught me… not to 

assume that things 
are always going to be 
the same. * One of the 
myths about making 
money is… that it’s 
really easy. You actually 
have to work really hard 
at it. * People worry 
too much about… 
tomorrow and don’t care 
about today. Plan for the 
future, but also make 
sure to enjoy your life. �
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o17
ELAINE HENRY
Chief executive officer 
Smith Family (charity)

* My biggest financial 
mistake has been... my 
first car. Unfortunately its 
looks were too good to 
be true. When the brakes 
failed going down a hill 
I was able to steer it into 
the gutter, but then it 
caught fire. * The global 
financial crisis has 
taught me... all that 
glitters isn’t gold. * The 
most valuable piece of 
financial advice I have 
received was... from my 
father: he always told me 
to buy the best you can 
afford, but first save the 
money. * One of the 
myths about making 
money is... that it can be 
done overnight. * I have 
a hunch that... these 
tough financial times will 
help make Australians 
think about others who 
are much less fortunate 
than themselves.
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